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INTRODUCTION

Conventionalperlormancemeasurementmethodsc:nce.ntrale:l.investmentoutcomeS
ratherthantheunderlyinginvestmentprocess.Thischapterexaminestheeffectivenessof
the investment process bi considering the.essential pari of uly lll:tt-ent strategy: the

investment decision. nr?"ognlr"d b! fannemu, urrd Tversky (1919), the essential flrst

step is to decompose returns into gains and losses'

fue introduce tools to indentify the asymmetties in investment leturns available to

passive and active irr.;;;.ih; approach flts naturally into an enhanced risk budgeting

framework for more effective portfolio construction'

INVESTMENT DECISIONS

An investment decision results in a change of exposure in an underlying portfolio'

exchanging orr. *tr.uil of-returns for another. Sinie this must be based on an assess-

ment of relatl,. p".ro,*u,".' *" d"fl,-," an investment exposure aS a Zero size long/short

portfolio, holding a position in a risky urr"f ugrirr* an equal and opposing position in

a risk-free asset. A risk-free asset earns the risf-free rate, but cannot suffer a loss' This

is the numeraire against which all otfr., ,.i.,t"t are measured' Each currency's cash

rate is considered as the risk-free rate for the assets denominated in that currency' we

can broaden the scope for a long/short position created by two assets denominated in

different currencies, each considered as a'i'tt t'pot"te against the local cash rate' This

approach ir"orporat., the difference of the two currencies' cash rates: the interest rate

differential.
It is widely recognized in the field of behavioral flnance that the basis of an investment

decision is an assessment of the trade-off between gain and loss' Ultimately' all i""tt^t,

ment decisions are binary: to act or not to act, that is the question' Havtng tmp':T:lt::
the decision, the outcome can be SuCceSS Or error. TheSe outCOmes a[e Summarlzeo uI

Figure 3.1.
The four ouadrants of the matrix represent the principal outcomes of an investment

o."iri"". j"r";r#;, 
suocess can be either the 

"upttrr" 
of gains, a true positive, or the

avoidance of loss, a true negative. Investment erior occurs either by incurring a loss'

o. turt" po.itirJ or :,rp" I erior' or as a result of missing out on a gain' a false nega-

tive or i;;;'ii J*or.i See Luce and Raiffa (19s9) for a general discussion of decision

theory.
This simple matrix demonstrates that there are two sides

45

to investment error: holding
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Figure 3. 1 Fundamental investment lecision matrix

an asset when it falls in value or holding cash when the asset is rising' Investment error is

defined as any .r.rc"rtui.riy that cont,ib*tes negatively to an inve-stor's potential wealth'

ifri, a""r-position of risk demonst@tes that a full evaluation of investment error must

include both false poririu., and fal;e negatives. Following this line of reasoning' an

investment success is uny ,rrcertainry that contributes positively to returns' There are

two ways to improve ."t,-..,,. by calturing gains through true positives or by avoiding

losses througfr t.rr. n.guiir.r. tttut irl a 5_percent gain and avoiding a 5 percent loss both

have an equal effect on an investor'swealth'

This chapter proposes that active ilvestment skill lies in the ability to maximize invest-

ment success relative to irrr.rt-"rrt error' When making an assessment of the historic

performance of an investment decision maker, this is superior to measuring return versus

volatility.
However, one should ask why trrditional approaches to risk management, such as

mean-variance analysis and valul atrisk, focus on only one of the two sources of invest-

ment error: the risk oiin"rrr.irrg loSes. The answer lies in the factlhat captured gains

and incurred torr., ur" both 'v'isibe': they are the returns observed in the portfolio'

whereas the losses one avoids and .he gains given up are both 'invisible'' This means

that it is normally hard to evaluae the costs of false negatives and true negatives'

We can deflne this ,iriUitity as the legree to which the investor sees ex post gains arrd

losses in the portfolio- ani irrr.rtnent decision contains a trade-off between visibility

and invisibility of its investment sltcome, which is determined by the size of the risk

exposure.

Investment Error versus Volatility

Several consequences ensue from eruating investment risk with investment errors (both

false positives and false negatives). t becomes highly questionable to consider volatility

as a proper measure of inve-stmeni rsk, since it simply looks at a degree of deviation from

an achieved return or, ilott negatire and positive sides. In other words, the traditional

mean-varian"" fru*"-ork assim", that any uncertainty in possible outcomes should

be considered as risk. This is a typcal heuristic approach in many of the performance

metrics that have emerged f.om ih, framework of modern portfolio theory that fails to
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Figure 3.2 Shortcomings in the use of volatility

distinguish between loss and gain. It ranks different returns according to their degrees of

,r".riuinty without disentangling constituent factors behind: losses and gains are mixed

together."consider 
the sharpe ratio, described by sharpe (1994). Losses and gains are mixed to

obtain an average return. This is divided by the volatility of returns, which would only

be a useful measure of loss if the returns were described by a normal distribution with

a mean of zero.The Sharpe ratio, like the information ratio, measures a signal-to-noise

ratio, but it does not measure the balance between investment success and investment

error. Noise contains both gains and losses. A signal-to-noise ratio can be meaningful

only if perpetually matching a tatget outcome is the top priority. But in investment,

e,,cl"dirrg in" turg"t is a be-nefit. i positive outcome (even if due to luck) is always

welcome and should not be penalized. This asymmetry in investment utility cannot be

captured by return and volatility alone.

From the perspective of the decision matrix, the uncertainty of an achieved return

should be decomposed into the uncertainty of positive returns and the uncertainty of

negative returns. ihis suggests that a larger negative return and a smaller positive return

boih represent real inves-tlent errors to the same extent. However, while larger uncer-

tainties in negative returns will increase overall volatility, smaller uncertainties in posi-

tive returns reduce overall volatility. Even though both cases are investment errors' the

impact on volatility is opposite.
In contrast, the chances of smaller negative returns or larger positive retums both

constitute investment success. Yet these also have.opposite effects on volatility' This

means that volatility can properly represent neither investment errors nor investment

success.

Figure 3.2 shows that volatility makes an incorrect assessment of realized gains' In

order to analyzeinvestment error/success appropriately, one_ needs to go to the trouble

of decomposing returns into negativ", ltoire, ietative.to the risk-free portfolio) and

positives (or gains). Unlike the mean-variance 'two-tails-combined' approach, this risk

d""ompositio"n approach enables us to reveal to what extent either skilt in reducing losses

or skill in capturing gains has contributed to a total return'
Aware of the shortcomings in the use of volatility, Markowitz (1959) nro,nory.d tfe

use of a downside ,irk -"u*"rr". The Sortino ratio (Sortino and Price Lee, 1994) looks

L.

Actual outcome (ex Post)

lncur losses
(false posltive)

type I error

Capture gains
(true positive)

SUCCESS

Take exPcsure
(visibl6)

lnvestment decision
(ex ante) Avoid losses

(true negative)
SUCCESS

Give up gains
(false negative)

type ll error

Actual outcome (ex Post)

Higher volatility
(false positive)

type I error

Higher volatility
(true positive)

SUCCESS

Take exposure
(visible)

lnvestment decision
(ex ante) Lower volatilitY

(false negative)
type ll error

Lower volatility
(true negative)

SUCCESS

Avoid exposure
(invisible)
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Passiye and Active Management

Information content of investment decisions 49at negative observations rather than volatility, but the numerator r

,*;*s,rs**fi**[*#ikru''l:l"''.*;*ffi

An active manager. however, makes decisio.ns to change the risk exposure throughtime' so exposures are not held staticalty. irre key distinctio" i;,h;, a successful activemanager uses information to enhance tiie barance u.t..", to*, ura guinr, whereas apassive manager does not enhance this balance. Biglova et a:. (2[L4)describe the Rachevratio' which compares the probabilities orextreme gains against 
"^,..-. losses by defin-lng an upper and a lower threshold. when both oith.r. irrr"rrr"iJ, are aligned to zeroreturn, we move closer to a useful measure of loss versus dr.-:"^-'In the long term, however, the return on an invest-"nii, tn. difference, not the ratio,between gain and loss. Utility theory rr", u.", used to attempt to Jir".rturgle the impactsof losses and gains from inputs trrat'mix trrem, such as return, volatility and correlation.,Superior portfolios would te available io-iru"rro., who could directly measure the tos ]and gain of investment processes. Fishburn (1977) defined th" rrr# ffi#'ffi#:lofa distribution relative to a threshord. This chapter extends that approact uy.n.urur.I

;xilf ;:,JJfl t:+il,Tff :[*:*,;:**fl ix[:;H?t#^1,r#l:I;,:t#::]J;l

'3.3 Disentangling gains from losses

3.4 Definitions of partial moments

FORMAL DEFINITIONS OF PARTIAL MOMENTS
The starting point is to measure the log returnsr of the outcomes of the investmentprocess relative to the appropriate risk-fieerate.2This determines a set of r outcomes,x,' cRA segments the sei of otservatiorrl;;; losses (the negative returns) and gains (thepositive returns)' As a result, rather than inatyzing a single distribution of outcomes,cRA analyses it in two parts:the distribution of losses and the distribution of gains (seeFigure 3.3).

Clearly neither losses (z) nor gains (e aredistributed according to a Gaussia n arfle.Both distributions are uor"a.a 7i ,"ril"iirr.i, modes would normally rie close to the

:]lc- The.frequency distributio, orlorr", -ay be charac terizedffiil;;;"i*rirlmoments: the averases of.L, L2, L3, L4 etc., and similarly for the distribution of gans,

ffiXf:,:,^,3,^:i::: oirt.tU"ti""s-were'originally derived from a single distribu.

leads to the formar definitions of partial momentsr lsee Figure 3.4). The general
;,"J:':::_:1r^^(:i:f:.":. 1""_i,1.e1,t p,l,i,r momenr to be calcurated. rheuralEu, I ne- moments define the fractions or iur..rutr"ns that were rosses or gains: the
i:ilii";.:i:1,-o::111,hs, and .rf _ortr,r,, for a monthry track record.rst partiat moments represents averase crr';;;";il,' ;,'ilt?'r.lilil Tliiiiants represents dispersion or.rorr uroEirl ii,r, trrl tni.o pur,iu'r-*o_.rts being

Tl:lil'#:1,:.i::33r^:5:1,:_,L,,1" o,?'ii,,r", r' 
"'y,,-J,..,in.,"r..rution oriilff ffJtractsmoreinrormarioni';;#;;;,iJil'Jliiiii;:1,',Tffi :ffi i,l

second moment' t?' is a:neasul:.of the dispersion of losses. Here we start to
,fi:H:rilT::::r,:.",:l* lladlrl:nar upf.ou"r, of carcurating the variance of

Distribution of outcomes

Distribution of gains

tion of n outcomes, the moments are scaled;:;rori*;;;"Jr:i:iT*,:,:':#ffi;
observations, r. 

(v trls IU[al
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moment is based m the average squared deviation from zero (i.e. from the risk
return).

Higher momentr are more strongly influenced by the extreme observations.
higher moment effrct can be a disadvantage when attempting to forecast the fi
However, from theperspective of historic performance analysis, these are.pre.is.t,l
observations that re the most important in assessing the investment decision-rnnkj
process.

CONDITIONAL RISK ATTRIBUTION

Conditional risk attibution (CRA) is a tool for comparing investments that are held pas.
sively. A passive stntegy is the result of a single investment decision, made at in".pdJu
No attempt is macl to change the exposure through time. It is not widely .."ojnui
that this assumptiot of passivity is implicit in the output of standara mean-va-rianil
optimizers.

Taking Risk Passivdy in a Symmetric World

We begin by applyng the fundamental investment decision matrix (Figure 3.1) to a
simplified, constraired scenario. If we relax the constraints, the scenario becomes more
representative of th, real world. This leads to the concept of CRA.

Consider a worldin which there is a risk-free asset and a single risky asset that gener-
ates symmetric retu'ns with 50 percent gains and 50 percent losses. The passive investor
has the choice of stztically holding one asset or the other.

We would normdly expect the investor to begin with the risk-free asset. In this case,

the decision to switrh to the risky asset would be a risk-taking decision. This approach
successfully capturs all gains, but the portfolio incurs the full impact of losses. :

Figure 3.5 shows[hat false positives are expected to occur 50 percent of the time, i.e,

type I errors are maimized. Note that when ihe risky asset is held, losses and gains aro

fully visible as portblio returns.
Compare this witr holding the risk-free asset, shown in Figure 3.6, where the decision

threshold has shiftel. This successfully avoids all losses, but the portfolio is deprived
ever making a gain.As a result, false negatives, i.e. type II errors, are maximized. The

effect is to incur typ: II error rather than type I error.
This fact is not olvious to investors who consider only the volatility of observed oul'

comes, because botl the missed gains and losses are invisible, in the sense that they do

not show up as portblio returns. Behavioral bias tends to prefer visibility.
We now relax orr of the constraints and allow the investor to be partially in

in the risky asset. Cearly, this is simply an intermediate between the two extremes.
example, with a 50 lercent exposure position to the risky asset, one would expect to

u qrrit". ofobservaions in each quadrant, resulting in i5 percent oftype I error ar,d

percent of type II eror. Note from Figure 3.1 that the passive approach trades ofl tl

I errors for type II e'rors on a one-for-one basis, so total investment error remains al

percent.
The level ol a pasive exposure determines the horizontal decision threshold bet

Idormation content of investment decisions

Passively holding a risk exposure

Passively holding a risk-free exposure

Passively holding a partial risk exposure

nd invisibility. The threshold in the box simply slides up or down in
,* lh" choice of benchmark static 

"*porrr.".

paral1el,

otron of incurred losses is accompanied by a reduction of captured gains.
loss (type I error) and missing a gain ltypl n error) have exactly the same

Actual outcome (ex post)

Take exposure
100% visible

lncur losses
(false positive)

50% type I errordecision

Actual outcome (ex posfl

decision

Avoid exposure
100% invisible

Give up gains
(false negative)

50% type ll error

Actual outcome (ex posf

decision

Take exposure
50% visible

Capture gains
(true positive)
257o success

lncur losses
(false positive)

25"/" type I error

Avoid exposure
50% invisible

Give up gains
(false negative)

25"k lype ll error

Avoid losses
(true negative)
257o succeSS



(a)
(b)

negative impact on expeireturn. In the simplified case, where risk exposures that have
an equal chance of risinlfalling, we conclude that:

all passive exposulave the same expected return;
different passive brmark selections represent different utilities on visibility of
outcomes (differen:ference/aversion to regret);

Negative market bias

outcomes can be quantified in numerical terms. So we must move from a discrete frame.
work to a continuum. The underlying principle of CRA is to compare the result ol
passive management against a set ol perfectly symmetric outcomes. Having calculated
the upper and lower partial moments, conditional upon the time period of the observa-
tions, we plot each pair in u CB4 diagram. It is convenient to rescale each moment to the
same dimension, i.e. to plot (6*)1/k versus (Z/')"k, for ft > 0. The vertical axis represents
the upper partial moment, while horizontal axis represents the corresponding lower
partial moment (see Figure 3.8).

Now, if the evolution of the underlying risk exposure were determined by the toss of a

coin, it would lollow a random walk. In this case, we would expect that in the short term
the upper partial moment of a pre-existing exposure G would deviate from the lowel
partial moment I. However, the iong-run expectation would be for G to match Z, so thal
the CRA diagram becomes square.

Holding a partial exposure statically (or passively hedging) reduces risk by avoiding
both losses and gains, without employing any active information to discriminate between
them. Therefore the impact on the upper anil lower partial moments is identical. This
one-for-one ratio gives the slope of a diagonal line between the pre-existing exposure (2,

Q and the risk-free position (0, 0). Under the random walk assumption, the slope would
be 45 degrees. Any deviations from the 45 degree passive line indicate either positive or
negative market bias.

When investing in financial assets, we hope to identify clues lrom the higher moments
of the distribution to give us conflcience that a positive deviation in the first moment (i.e.
positive return) is sustainable and not just a short-term trend in a random walk'

(c) all passive exposuncur exactly the same amount ol investment error!

Reducing Risk Passively Symmetric World

In the above, it was assu:that the investor started with the risk-free asset. If, however,
an investor is already ltercent invested in the risky asset, it is possible to take a
risk-reducing decision. can be achieved most simply by cutting back exposure in
exchange for the risk-froset. Alternatively, risk can be reduced by hedging. This is
done by adding a risk osure that acts as an offset, by reliably g.,l..ulirrg returns
opposite to the risky asreld in the portfolio. In order to be effeciive, a hedge must
have a correlation reliatlose to -1, in ali market environments. The magnitude of
the hedge will determinether it partially or fully offsets the other risk exposure. The
degree of offset is calledhedge ratio, which, by definition, can lie only bitween zero
and one. Hedges can benaged either passivery or actively. A hedge has the special
property of reducing the of the maximum potential loss olthe portfolio. So hedging
is a risk-reducing activit'

As an example, we ase that an investor has currency exposure in a portfolio of
international assets. A pie currency hedging strategy consistently maintains a prede-
termined benchmark heaatio throughout an investment horizon, regardless or urry
subsequent subjective vi There is no attempt to distinguish dynamically between
currency gain environmqnd currency loss environments over time. As we concluded
earlier, for a risky asset'symmetric returns, any 1evel of passive hedge results in 50
percent investment error

Identifying Asymmetry insive Investments

Most market participartcogrize that financial assets exhibit asymmetric returns.
An investment return is.hematically equivalent to the excess of gains over losses.
The entire rationale for ive investment therefore relies on finding risky assets with
asymmetric returns. In tlzay, investors can benefit from investmart ,.r..as of more
than 50 percent (and invent error of ress than 50 percent) without making any active
investment decisions. In the active decisions are delegated. For example, a passive
investment in the S&P 501ex delegates active decisionslo the managers of the largest
500 US companies and tr set of rules used to construct the index.

cRA is designed to n-lre the asymmetries or 'market bias, between the partial
moments of a distributio returns. often a positive asymmetry in the first moment (a
positive return) is associrwith negative asymmetries in the higher moments (a large
negative tail).

In order to create thedamental investment decision matrix (Figure 3.1), it was
necessary to decompose ms into losses and gains. This matrix can bi used to analyze
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Figure 3.9 CRA examples of dffirent moments

Empirical Examples

With historical price data from January 1988 to July 2009, we calculated both upper
and lower partial moments (flrst, second and third moments) for various investments
(see Figure 3.9).a Looking at the S&P 500 composite data, both growth and value

sectors showed a positive flrst moment but an incremental deterioration towards higher
moments, implying episodic large losses over the long-term investment horizon. This is
consistent with an overall distribution of outcomes possessing a positive mean, but a
pronounced negative tail. The same observation was identified in the WTI (West Texas
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Intermediate) oil price index and also in the US dollar Japanese yen exchange rate
respectively. on the contrary, gold and the Barclays US Aggregate bond index showed
a negative first moment but incremental improvements towards higher moments,
implying episodic large gains in a long-lasting unfavorable environment. The Japanese
Nikkei 225 stock index represents, however, an unorthodox example. It consistently
showed negatives through higher moments, due to the fall-out from the stock market
bubble in the late 1980s in Japan.It burst abruptly in early 1990, sinking the Japanese
economy into ten years of asset depreciation. The signiflcant impact of the initial fall
dominaies through higher moments. Nevertheless, it is rare to see in a passive exposure
any consistent significant bias, either positive or negative, throughout all moments in
the CRA.

These considerations are very important when searching for risk exposures to buy and
hold in a portfolio, for example, in determining a strategic portfolio allocation, select-
ing a private equity investment or when hiring an investment manager. There are also
significant implications for diversiflcation in portfolio construction. Investors who rely
on volatility as a risk measure fail to differentiate between positive and negative tail risk.
This makes them dependent upon diversification to control losses. More enlightened
investors can control losses directly by constructing portfolios from risk exposures that
are less prone to negative tail risk.

GENERALIZED CONDITIONAL RISK ATTRIBUTION

Generalized conditional risk attribution (GCRA) is a tool to indentify active investment
decision-making skill. We have argued that successful investment decisions achieve
greater investment success than investment error. It is possible to achieve this passively if
the underlying investments consistently exhibit asymmetry betr,veen gain and loss. Active
management involves taking decisions through time. A skillful active manager should be
able to introduce additional positive asymmetry into a distribution of returns, over and
above that available lo a passive investment.

Maximum Permitted Active Risk Exposure

We now turn our attention to the assessment of active investment processes. We show
that a skilllul active manager is able to vary the size (visibility) of a risk exposure through
time in order to improve the trade-off of gain versus loss. While the purpose of CRA
was to compare passive investments against a symmetric random walk, the objective
of GCRA is to compare the result of active management against passive management.
This requires a deflnition of the range of outcomes that could have been available from
a static exposure, determined by the maximum permitted active risk exposure. In the
context of unleveraged, long-only investment, this is well defined as the size of the initial
amount of capital.

The concept of a maximum permitted active risk exposure is crucial to the analysis.
This is what deflnes the potential passive returns, against which the active returns should
be compared. The maximum permitted exposure determines the 'size of the box' in the
CRA diagram (Figure 3.8). In the case of a hedging mandate, the maximum exposure
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equals the underlying exposure. Many active mandates fail to specify maximum permit-

te,d exposures, reiying o, l"ts precise concepts, such as ex ante volatility and notional

portfoiio sizes. This omission makes it very difficult to assess the decision-making skill

of the manager.

Normalization of Market Contribution to Asymmetry

The flrst step is to eliminate any deviations from the 45 degree line that were available

to passive -unug"*.rt. These deviations, which make G no longer equal to l, do not

"ootui, 
any active information; they simply represent market bias over the time period of

observation that creates episodic asymmetry in gains and losses. Clearly, in assessing the

skill of an active manager, this market bias needs to be removed. This process is called

'normalization'.
We first calculate the degree of market bias by taking the ratio of the upper and lower

partial moments.

Market bias =

This ratio represents the market-biased slope of the passive line, which can be repli-

cated by holding a static exposure. Normalization is a process to reset to zero any incre-

mental deviations caused by market bias. This adjustment is a perpendicular shift from

the market-biased passive line to the 45 degree market-neutral passive line. Although

the 'market bias' ratio is indifferent to any exposure level, the degree of asymmetry is

different at each exposure level. The perpendicular distance from the 45-degree line is a

quantity to be normalized. It is called 'market contribution to asymmetry' (MCA) (see

Figure 3.10).
it 

" 
tVtCR is determined for all passive benchmark exposure levels, but not for the out-

comes of active management. The appropriate shift for active outcomes should always

refer to the MCA normalization corresponding to the benchmark exposure against

which the active manager is measured. This preserves the displacement of the active

manager's outcome relative to the benchmark.5 Normalization removes the market bias,

reveailng a genuine active skill that is the remaining perpendicular distance from the 45-

degree normalized passive line.

Aft., .rorrrrulizaiion, the CRA diagram becomes a square and therefore symmetric'

However, the side of the square will be equal to the average of the upper and lower

partial moments of the maximum permitted risk exposure. The outcome of the actively

Lanaged portfolio must lie within ihit rqru... We take one further step to generalize the

appro-ach^by rescaling the axes to one unit. This is achieved by taking the coordinates

oilr..y poit t ott the diagram and dividing them by the length of the side of the square'

Finally we arrive at a unit square that permits a comparison between different managers

1nunuging different investment exposures over different time periods. We call this active

information diagram the generalized conditional risk attribution (GCRA) (see Figure

3.1 1).
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Perfect Foresight - the Free Option

We define 'active information' as the level of investment success relative to invest-
ment error. This reflects the degree of desirability of investment outcomes in respect of
economic values. Positive active information means positive economic values, which
introduces 'optionality' into the distribution of outcomes. Negative active informa-
tion results in undesirable outcomes. On this definition, all passive approaches have
active information of zero. The objective of active management is to introduce positive
active information by achieving more than 50 percent success and therefore less than 50

percent error.
If one had perfect foresight, both gains and losses could be perfectly predicted in

advance without any kind of error. A11 available gains would therefore be guaranteed,
with no losses. This case is known as a free-option pay-off(a perfect outcome) where type
I and II errors are zero. This constitutes perfect active management.

Note that with the poorest active management, it is also possible to achieve 100

percent error. Al1 losses would therefore be incurred, with no gains. This would result
in 50 percent false positives and 50 percent false negatives (perfect error). Because
perfect foresight and error are the two most extreme cases of active management, active
information ('optionality') should be constrained by these two cases.

Optionality and Visibility

In the GCRA diagram (Figure 3.11), the vertical axis shows the generalized upper partial
moment, which indicates the proportion of the available market gains that were cap-
tured. The horizontal axis shows the generalized lower parlial moment, which displays
the proportion of the market losses that were incurred. The top right corner represents

the outcome of the maximum permitted risk exposure (1, 1) and the bottom left corner
is the risk-free position (0, 0). The diagonal line connecting (0, 0) and (1, 1) is the passive

45-degree line, representing the outcomes of static exposures between zero and the
maximum permitted exposure. Passive exposures contain no investment information.
An actively managed investment process can be compared with passive investment by
measuring it against this 45 degree line. We hereby define the degree of active information
as 'optionality', which is quantifled by a perpendicular distance from the 45-degree line.
The top left corner is the free option (0, 1) and the bottom right corner is perfect error (1,

0). Clearly the upper left triangle is the desirable area, where investment success exceeds

investment error and therefore active information is positive. It can thus become the area

of regret if any active exposure is not taken. The area of disappointment lies below the 45

degree line, where active information is negative, because error exceeds success.

Note that the ideal, 100 percent successful outcome from active management is a free
option. This is not the outcome with the minimum variability of expected return, sought
by traditional mean-variance approaches. In fact it is the outcome with the minimum
uncertainty of loss and the maximum uncertainty of gain! This highlights once again
our strong conviction that it is essential to distinguish between loss and gain in order to
assess the performance of an active manager.

It is no coincidence that Figure 3.ll resembles the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) diagrams used in decision theory (see Marques de Sa, 2001). An ROC diagram

Free option
(0, 1)

Max permitted
exposure

(1,1)

G

Max. optionality

Ariirra // /--l

45'

G_L

i-l'o i\
i\
t\
i\i\
! Min. onrionalitv

f"
RiskJree
position

(0, 0)

L
Perfect error

(1, 0)

3.12 Definition of optionality

the trade-off between the proportions of false positives and false negatives. The
th' generalized partial moments show exactly this information for an investment

But GCRA goes beyond this, by plotting the higher moments. This allows the
to measure not just the percentage of investment errors, but also the signiflcance
impact.

3.12 shows that the free option represents the maximum optionality. We use the
'optionality' because the ideal objective of an active manager is to capture all avail-
gains and avoid all potential losses. Such outcomes are offered by option contracts,
price determined by the market. Genuine investment skill lies in using insights or

information to create option-like outcomes more cheaply than the market. All
on the same line running parallel with the passive 45-degree line have the same

of active information, i.e. given that the generalized upper partial moment of a
iflc outcome is G and the generalized lower partial moment of the same outcome is
vertical distance (G - L) is constant for all points on the line. This quantity deflnes

roptionality demonstrated by active management.

degree
partial

to which the investor sees the impact of the actively managed exposure in
moments of the portfolio returns is called'visibility', defined as the sum of
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Figure 3. 13 Definition of visibility

exposures to both the upper and lower generalized partial moments (G + a). Visibi
is zero at the risk-free position and the distance from the risk-free position to
line running perpendicular to the passive 45 degree line represents incremental
ibility. Figure 3.13 shows that the generalized maximum permitted exposure in t
top right corner represents the maximum visibility. Visibility itself does not re
active information, as it is always measured on the passive 45-degree line, where t

active information is deployed. Al1 decision making on visibility is therefore a
judgment.

The investor's utility on visibility pre-determined by an initial benchmark
should distinguish investment outcomes which contain the same economic value

Figure 3.14).
Outcome A would therefore be appropriate for an investor who is cautious a

incurring loss and therefore willing to be exposed to potentially large regret of mtss

out on gains. This type of regret-tolerant investor is an invisibility seeker, trlm8
reduce regret through active manager's skill rather than a passive judgment.

Outcome B would suit an investor who is keen to capture the full extent of
gains and minimize regret at the expense of being exposed to potentially large losses'

type of regret-averse investor is a visibility seeker, limiting regret by a passive j

4 Invisibility seeker versus visibility seeker

DGETING

decisions and risk-taking decisions are different choices about differe
Risk reduction considers only the exposures already held in the portfoli

taking considers only exposures that are not held in the portfolio (see Figu

portfolio construction phase is a risk-taking activity, investing risk-fi
as cash, in simple long-only strategies in conventional asset classes, suc

and bonds. This can be achieved either passively or actively within a

risk budget. Since a risk budget is always flnite, the only way to achi
returns is to reduce risk where it is poorly rewarded. The role

decisions is therefore of fundamental importance to successful in
This risk-reducing activity can also be achieved either passively or actively.

of reducing risk is to free up part of the risk budget so that an invest
) it to better rewarded risk-taking activities. An investment process should
i a route from risk taking through,irt ,eOrcirrg lo i.r.tt eriisk taking. Inl

a risk-reducing activity is considered as a bridge lrom an initial long-onl!
portfolio to a mJre efficient portfolio *tr.r. torrg-Znly strutegi"s, hedgiig anl
strategies coexist.

while trying to reduce losses through active manager's skill.

rk developed here proposes enhancing the wealth of the investor by
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to passive investors. we expanded this geometric interpretation into
cnditional risk attribution (GCRA) to measure the effectiveness of active
ing. processes. Manager skill is associated with active information that is

r the investment process. 
_GCRA avoids cognitive confusion between impacts

and passive decision making, and conducis a heuristic upprou"h io iae.rtirv
contributions from active skill.
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Figure 3.15 Geometric representation of risk reducing and risk taking

improving the balance of investment success to investment error. whether an investorreducing risk or increasing risk, the objective is the same: a .-pr"l, active informatir(optionatitv) in order to increase investment *;";;;. il;;;;r#ffi#";#ffii.;
of the repeating cycle of risk re_budgeting.

^The 
risk re-budgeting approach described above highlights the significant importancof 

.distinguishing risk redu-ing from risk taking, so tiat"one 
"un"u-"rri.r" 

a better riskadjusted return within a pre-determined risk budget. without;"i;;;;;; ui it ut eio

3:*,"*Tj:.]:h: iT ,fi.st 
process 

.(a 
crearion oi budgeg ,o.,," second process (aa

enhancement of returns) wili be implemented 
"m"r"rirvi 

g'"ilili;#;1.#;
increasing investment successes.

CONCLUSION

This chapter examined investment decisions using the fundamental investment deci'
sion matrix to define investment success and investment error. d;l;;;;; ir *ut
effective in describing passive investment. cRA is a tool for iJ;;itt ,irin. 'urv*irtio

p'ortfolio theory assumes, as an axiom, that financial returns are symmetric.
iitesented in this chapter are designed to measure the degree of asymmetry

and optionality) in investment returns. The skill of passlve management istlly occurring forms of market bias. The rore of active managers iJto create

a clear distinction between risk-reducing and risk-taking decisions. By dis-I cognitive bias inherent in the conventiJnar mean-variance approach, riska GGRA framework alows the portfolio construction process to reflect arent of investment decisions.

rjective is to distinsuish asvrnmetry rrom symmetry. it is important to avoid perlormancecontain asymmetriJproperties, ,r"h u, g.o-.t;;iJ.;r, where a 25 percent gain is orfset by
in-lhe g.eneral sense deflned by Sharpe (1994) is the risk-free benchmark portfolio againststfilent is evaluated.

uue' we adopt the convention. that a zero return is considered a gain.
Itli.,Hii.".lliyll:1,,, a..r,-,"i"a-1",*r,lr""iiiiap 500 value & Growth, Barcrays: bond rndex, wrr, ;"il;;J;il#;;",I.li';:,1#U,f ffi Xyr".ii::,hH'i#,1,:?:??il:qenominated 

investmenis lNikkei zzSi-", tn" lprr.ilrgu, rupur.r" yen cash I month rate.
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Inil:,i"i;L:lli:,Jffi::]:J:.1..)"l,on.o. rrre. rhe ri.k-rrce rare acrjusrrnerrr wrs rnatre h) rrrc inrcr^.,
Il rhchr.nctrrnark isrherist -l,l.l'],*,',,:i:'liI:;ieand-laputtc.cleriash I rnonllr rrLe. -"r hh
diflerential between US doll: 

rl)^-rrse rare adJllsrlnellr was mad
11.the hcnchrrrrL i< ih^;"r. :::l].s|^,l,lr"llt) rrle arld .lapanese yen cash I month rare
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